Organic molecules will tend to pack in dense crystal structures, avoiding the formation of voids. However, the generally less energetically favourable arrangement of molecules into porous crystal structures show important advantages in applications such as gas storage, separation or catalysis. Weak -electrostatic and dispersive-intermolecular interactions dominate molecular packing and are the origin of the unpredictability that seems to surround their crystallization. Thus, the rational design of new materials for technological applications will be limited by the ability to reliably anticipate: (i) the final crystal structure formed and (ii) the physico-chemical properties of such a material.
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In this contribution we show how computational techniques and, in particular, crystal structure prediction (CSP) can be successfully used to get a better understanding of the crystal packing preferences of covalently bonded tubular porous organic cages (over 200 atoms); which could be only partially understood experimentally. CSP was used to show how small structural modifications of the molecular cages lead to drastic modifications of crystal packing preferences and help rationalize experimental crystallization outcomes [1] .
Moreover, it will be shown how CSP enabled the identification of a highly porous organic molecular crystal, with the lowest crystal density reported so far; which was subsequently synthesized [2] . It will be discuss how using the molecular diagram as the only input, CSP and property prediction were combined to build energy-structure-function (ESF) maps (see Scheme 1), and used to reveal the potential of materials for methane storage or alkane separation, which were experimentally confirmed. The potential of ESF maps for computer-guided crystal engineering will be also discussed. Scheme 1. Representation of the strategy used for computer guided organic molecular crystals design.
